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Cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, have emerged as a popular means for illicit activities
due to their decentralized and anonymous nature, allowing them to circumvent governmen-
tal oversight effectively. To combat crimes associated with Bitcoin, it is crucial to address
the issue of deanonymizing Bitcoin transactions. Accordingly, this paper presents a novel
methodology for Bitcoin transaction traceability, based on Bitcoin network traffic analysis.
Specifically, we analyze network traffic data obtained at the physical convergence point of
the local Bitcoin network to trace the input address of Bitcoin transactions. The proposed
scheme is tested in a distributed Bitcoin network environment, yielding a promising recall
rate of 45% and precision rate of 66.67%, with the exception of nodes linked through VPN,
Tor, and similar tools. This traceability mechanism holds significant practical implications
for regulatory and judicial investigation departments.

Keywords: bitcoin transactions, traceability method, traffic analysis, cryptocurrencies,
blockchain

1. INTRODUCTION

The boom in cryptocurrencies, represented by Bitcoin [1], has had a huge and far-
reaching impact on current domestic and international financial markets. Digital asset
management firm CoinShares shows that inflows into bitcoin products and funds hit a
record $6.4 billion as of November 2021. Bitcoin, for example, once surpassed silver as
the eighth largest asset in the world by market value [2]; and has been an effective tool
for financing wars and breaking international financial blockades in the recent conflict
between Russia and Ukraine [3].

In recent years, cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, have been widely used in invest-
ment, payment, and many other fields, thus attract the attention of users and researchers.
However, Bitcoin’s anonymous and decentralized nature makes it is difficult to be reg-
ulated by the government. At the same time, Bitcoin is also widely used by criminals.
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With the help of cryptocurrencies, the crimes of money laundering, fraud, and crypto-
extortion involving cryptocurrencies are increasing dramatically. Analyzing and tracing
the Bitcoin transaction data are the keys for government departments to supervise illegal
activities involving cryptocurrencies effectively. Our proposed transaction traceability
mechanism can analyze and track the creator’s identity of a specific transaction. This
mechanism helps to improve the regulator’s ability for malicious transaction tracking and
special transaction discovery.

Transaction traceability based on the analysis of Bitcoin network data flow is one of
the most important research directions [4], in the existing research on Bitcoin transaction
regulation technology. However, existing traceability technologies have low precision
and poor practicability. In order to improve the precision and practicability, the main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We propose a method, based on gateway network traffic analysis, to trace Bitcoin
transactions in a specific range of Bitcoin networks and associate Bitcoin transac-
tion hashes with the IP addresses of transaction originating nodes.

2. Associate the IP address of transaction originating node with the input transaction
address.

3. The general Bitcoin network nodes are suitable for this traceability mechanism ex-
cept for the use of VPN or Tor technologies. The mechanism can achieve trace-
ability precision of 45% recall rate and 66.67% precision rate, which is better than
the existing traffic analysis based on the Bitcoin network transaction traceability
methods.

The rest paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide the transmission
approach of Bitcoin transactions and the related works. We describe the details of our
traceability method in Section 3. The collection of datasets and the experiment’s environ-
ment were showed in Section 4, the results of our experiment were evaluated in Section 5.
In Section 6, we outline our conclusions and future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Background

Bitcoin uses an Internet-based P2P network architecture which is decentralized [5].
All nodes in the network, while acting as resource users, also assume the role of resource
providers. The nodes in the Bitcoin network are of equal status. However, depending on
the differences in the functions provided by the nodes, they may have different divisions
of labor. The most common types of nodes in the Bitcoin network are as follows: core
clients include wallets, miners, complete blockchain databases, network routing nodes,
and complete blockchain nodes. Miners nodes can be divided into independent miners
nodes, mining pool protocol servers, and mining nodes [6].

Bitcoin transactions can be created by both core clients and lightweight wallets in
the Bitcoin system that support the Simplified Payment Verification Protocol (SPV) [7].
Bitcoin networks are composed of static IP nodes and dynamic IP nodes. The static IP
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nodes are the backbone nodes of the Bitcoin network. Static IP nodes are also referred to
as fixed nodes. They are able to be online consistently for a long time and provide exter-
nal services such as information forwarding, transactions verification, etc. The static IP
nodes maintain complete blockchain data files which can initiate transactions. Dynamic
IP nodes are temporary nodes in the Bitcoin system that have been online for a short pe-
riod of time and whose IP address may change at any time, and they are mainly used to
initiate transactions.
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INV(txhash1, txhash2, txhash3)

GETDATA(txhash1, txhash3)

TX(tx1, tx3)

Fig. 1. Bitcoin transaction message transmission diagram.

Fig. 1 shows a brief flow of Bitcoin transaction data interaction. Peer A and B are
the normal client node in the Bitcoin network. When peer A want to update the Bitcoin
system information, it need to request or provide data related to transactions and blocks
from other peers. In the first step, peer A sends the inventory message, which contains a
list with a number of transaction hash data that peer A is going to broadcast to B. In this
example, the INV message contains the hash list such as txhash1, txhash2 and txhash3.

The “INV” message (inventory message) transmits one or more inventories of ob-
jects known to the transmitting peer. It can be sent unsolicited to announce new transac-
tions or blocks, or it can be sent in reply to a “getblocks” message or “mempool” message.
The receiving peer B can compare the inventories from an “inv” message against the in-
ventories it has already seen, and then use a follow-up message to request unseen objects.

After peer B receives the INV message, it checks its own information base and re-
turns the GETDATA response message to peer A. The message contains the transaction
hash list required by B. In the example, peer B only return the transaction hash list which
contains the txhash1 and txhash3.

With the help of received the transaction hash list in the GETDATA message, peer A
uses the TX message to send these transactions’ content to peer B for validation. Peers that
receive transactions, after validating those transactions, will also forward the transactions
in the same way. This is the basic step in the dissemination of transaction data in the Bit-
coin network.
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Note that the transaction hash codes contained in INV messages and GETDATA
messages need to be formatted before they can correspond to the transaction hash on the
Bitcoin blockchain. This is because INV messages and GETDATA messages use dif-
ferent endian encoding method. For example, the transaction hash code contained in
the GETDATA message is a4aea61c6a23ae8d13c16b7f629e53cd518674525a76cba45ec
e2c66709426b7, and the corresponding transaction hash code on the blockchain is b7269
470662cce5ea4cb765a 52748651cd539e627f6bc1138dae236a1ca6aea4.

2.2 Related Work

Bitcoin static IP nodes are important for maintaining the proper and stable operation
of the Bitcoin network. They serve as the backbone of the Bitcoin system and are usually
required to provide some external services, such as helping other client nodes connect
to the Bitcoin network, forwarding transaction information and validating transactions.
Therefore, Bitcoin static IP nodes usually accept connection requests initiated by any
other node and will broadcast transaction information to these connected nodes.

The Bitcoin transaction traceability technology based on Bitcoin network data anal-
ysis is to use the openness of the Bitcoin network to monitor data by joining the Bitcoin
network through special nodes, collect transaction information forwarded in the network,
and infer the broadcast path of transaction information in the network.

[8,9] The origination node of the transaction to realize the traceability of the Bitcoin
transaction. The Bitcoin system introduces two mechanisms: delayed forwarding and
blacklisting to increase the difficulty of traceability. Delayed forwarding means that Bit-
coin nodes use different random delays when forwarding transactions to prevent attackers
from distinguishing between originating nodes and non-originating nodes by using the
difference in transaction time points.

Traffic analysis is applied in many other fields [10–13]. In Bitcoin, Abu et al. lever-
aged the Bitcoin traffic to determine the nodes’ states. Guo et al. [14]proposed an efficient
Bitcoin client tracing mechanism to trace from Bitcoin server to the client through traf-
fic analysis. Huang et al. [15] proposed a malicious node detection method based on
behavior pattern clustering, which can quickly locate and eliminate malicious nodes. Im-
tiaz et al. [16] provided experimental evidence that the vast majority (97%) of Bitcoin
nodes exhibit only intermittent network connectivity.Gervais et al. [17] introduced the
Bitcoin blacklist mechanism in detail. The blacklist mechanism refers to the behavior of
the Bitcoin system to identify abnormal other nodes in the system. If the node harms the
operation of the network, it will be blacklisted to prevent the connection of such nodes.

At present, the research about the transaction traceability based on Bitcoin net-
work traffic analysis includes two folders: traceability technology based on special pro-
pagation mode and traceability technology based on transaction propagation path [18].

Transaction broadcast mode: Some researchers have inferred the initiating node of a
transaction by analyzing the broadcast pattern of transaction information in the network
layer and using the special broadcast patterns generated in certain special cases. For
example, Koshy et al. [19] analyzed the broadcast law of Bitcoin transactions in the
network layer and found that normal transaction information will be forwarded by
multiple nodes once in the blockchain network, while transactions with problematic
transaction formats will only be sent by the originating node. Once forwarded, the ori-
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ginating node can be inferred through this special forwarding mode. However, the
percentage of transactions with special broadcast patterns is small. In the experimental
results of this paper, the percentage of transaction data with special broadcast patterns is
less than 9% and the practicality of this traceability technique is poor.

Transaction broadcast path: It is a very effective way to analyze the propagation path
of transaction data by collecting information about blockchain transactions transmitted at
the network layer to trace the IP address of the server that created the transaction. Kamin-
sky [20] proposed at the Black Hat Conference in 2011 that “the first node that tells you
a transaction may be the originating node of the transaction”. Analysts only need to
connect as many Bitcoin server nodes as possible and record the transaction information
forwarded from different nodes, and then they can determine that the node that forwards
the information to the probe first is the originating node. the FirstReach [21] scheme pro-
posed by Kaminsky: a transaction is considered to be initiated by a node in the Bitcoin
network if and only if it reaches the probe first.This method only relies on the first node
as a judgment feature, while the precision is low. Biryukov et al. [22] proposed a transac-
tion tracing mechanism with the help of neighbor node information. The neighbour [23]
scheme proposed by Biryukov etal.. A node is considered to have initiated a transaction
when it has more than 2 neighbours in the first 8 nodes, the disadvantage of this scheme is
that it needs to constantly send messages to all nodes, which may cause network conges-
tion.The mechanism uses the transaction information broadcast by neighboring nodes as
the basis for judgment in order to improve the traceability accuracy.However, this scheme
requires nodes to continuously send a large amount of transaction information to all nodes
in the Bitcoin network, which tends to cause serious interference to the Bitcoin network
and thus is rejected by the Bitcoin network, resulting in its low practicality.

3. A TRACEABILITY METHOD FOR BITCOIN
TRANSACTIONS BASED ON GATEWAY NETWORK

TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

3.1 The Architecture of Traceability System

The Bitcoin system works on a P2P network that operates on the Internet. The cur-
rent Internet architecture is star-shaped and consists of many local area networks as sub-
networks. These sub-networks are connected through gateway devices such as routers and
switches. Fig. 2 shows the traceability system architecture of Bitcoin transactions based
on gateway network traffic analysis. The sub-networks in the figure converge upward in
a star-shaped structure, mirroring the traffic of the core switch to our parsing server. The
parsing server parses the network traffic data and record the valued results to a Bitcoin
log file which will be stored in the log server as shown in the figure. By carefully laying
out the deployment of monitoring equipment, we can collect Bitcoin transaction data in
the target area effectively as shown in Fig. 2.

Many large enterprises and organizations operate their own Intranets, and at the same
time, they connect their Intranets to the Internet as subnetworks through gateway devices
at key nodes. As a result, their gateway devices often become a key pathway for sub-
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networks to access the Internet. By mirroring the traffic of these gateway devices, it is
possible to get a stream of Bitcoin network transaction data.

The high throughput of Bitcoin transactions really puts a heavy burden on the trace-
ability system. In order to track the Bitcoin transactions effectively, it is necessary to
design a traceability system on the physical link of the Bitcoin network based on net-
work log storage and querying: by using switch mirroring, network traffic parsing server,
log database server and other equipment. The network log is formed by analyzing the
transmission information of the Bitcoin network. The log server record only the key in-
formation but not all network traffic data to reduce the requirement of hard drive.

For the convenience of expression, this paper refers to the network covered by the
traceability system as network jurisdiction. The traceability mechanism in this paper aims
to trace the transaction source of Bitcoin nodes within a specific range, that is, identifying
the transaction information originating node in the network jurisdiction. In the range of
network jurisdiction, we can draw the propagation map of transaction message and record
the time as soon as the traffic parse server get it.

Fig. 2. The architecture of traceability system.

3.2 The Deployment of Traceability System

The deployment of traceability system should be carefully designed and it will affect
the efficiency of the system. In the hierarchical network, the mirror server should be
placed at the port of jurisdiction area. It will help our system to cover and monitor all the
targeted network traffic flows with a set of traceability system equipment. For the Bitcoin
network, all peers need to communicate with each other. Therefore, the network traffic
flowing through the gateway port in the jurisdiction will contain the Bitcoin transaction
information that we need to collect.

As shown in Fig. 3, a node in the jurisdiction initiates a bitcoin transaction, that node
broadcasts the transaction information to other peer nodes, which outside the jurisdiction,
on the bitcoin network. The traceability system placed on the gateway then detects the
transaction data and thus traces the information back to the node. However, the situation
will be completely changed when a full node appears in the jurisdiction at the same time.
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Full nodes such as miners have the static IP and will forward transactions to the other
Bitcoin nodes as a peer in P2P network. If any client initiates a transaction, the transaction
data may be sent to the full node in the jurisdiction at first and broadcast to the whole
Bitcoin network by full node as shown in Fig. 3. With the help of P2P network, the
monitoring server which be placed at the port of our jurisdiction area can only obtain
transaction information from the full node and record the IP address of full node. The
information of transaction initiation node will be hidden.

Fig. 3. The coverage of traceability system.

There are two ways to overcome this difficulty. The one way is to force the jurisdic-
tion area to be free of full nodes by turning them off. This way is simple and efficient. The
downside is that in some cases the full node cannot be removed from the system directly.

The second approach is to place a traceability system at the port of network zone
which have the full node. Reducing the scope of monitoring can help us locate the initiator
of the transaction and get the better accuracy of system. The disadvantage of this approach
is that it requires a lot of investment and traceability system. At the same time, there will
be multiple traceability system in the jurisdiction. The data between these traceability
systems needs to be synchronized.
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3.3 The Propagation of Bitcoin Transaction in the System

In the Bitcoin network, the protocol requires each node to have no more than 125
neighbor nodes. All nodes maintain the Bitcoin system operation by exchanging informa-
tion with their neighbors. A 2nd − level node refers to the neighbor node of the neighbor
node. Through analogy, starting from the originating node, the entire Bitcoin network
can be divided into neighbor nodes, 2nd − level neighbor nodes, ..., nth − level neighbor
nodes.

When a Bitcoin node initiates a transaction, it will immediately broadcast the trans-
action to its neighbor nodes. After the neighboring nodes validate the transactions, the
validated transactions are broadcast to the next level of neighboring nodes according to
the Bitcoin system’s Trickling or Diffusion forwarding policy [24]. The transaction is
then packed into a blockchain file by the miner node. The transaction will continue to be
broadcasted until it reaches every node in the Bitcoin network. Even though the Bitcoin
system uses a delayed forwarding strategy, all Bitcoin transactions must be initiated ear-
lier than the time the transaction is written to the blockchain file, which is the transaction
confirmation time.

Before a transaction can be written to a block file, it needs to be continuously broad-
cast on the Bitcoin network for a period of time. We name the transactions, which are in
such period of broadcast time, as unconfirmed transactions. The traceability system can
record the unconfirmed transactions, and the log record time is between the initiation time
and the transaction confirmation time.This paper refers to this recording time as the log-
ging time of unpackaged transactions.For the P2P network architecture, we cannot deploy
the monitor equipment for the whole the network or obtain all of the Bitcoin transactions
to get their initiation time. However, with the help of the traceability system, we can
log the propagation path and the timestamp of transaction which is initiated within the
jurisdiction network.

Without considering interference factors such as network latency and packet leakage,
we can analyze the broadcast time and broadcast path of transactions in jurisdiction of the
traceability system based on these logs, to infer the origin node and its neighbor nodes.
The transaction hash, as well as the relevant Bitcoin input address and the IP address, port
and the time of the originating node are composed into the structured data as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Bitcoin transaction network traffic log.

logtime IPsrc:port IPdst :port txhash

21-9-6
05:09:01:01

202.*.*.130:8333 187.*.*.25:3504 0c76...e482

21-9-6
06:23:11:13

202.*.*.130:6486 154.*.*.187:8333 bd71...3dd1
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3.4 Trace the Bitcoin Transactions Which Are Originated Within the Jurisdiction
Network

There are about 12,512 nodes with fixed IP addresses in the Bitcoin network, gen-
erating about 388,000 transaction records per day (data in Sept 2022 https://bitnodes.io/).
The analysis of the daily flow of tens of thousands of Bitcoin transactions demands a
substantial amount of computing and storage resources. To address this issue, this paper
proposes three methods aimed at reducing the consumption of computational resources.

1. Record the transactions sent out from the jurisdiction (Fig. 2).

2. Analyze the transactions that are earlier than the confirmed time on the chain.

3. This paper primarily focuses on the transaction hashes conveyed by the Getdata
message, which constitutes a response to the INV message and includes the re-
quested transaction hash list. Compared to the INV message and the data volume
of the TX message, the number of transaction hashes present in the Getdata mes-
sage is relatively smaller. However, it is worth noting that the transmission direction
of the Getdata message is reversed.

The following describes the operation steps in detail as shown in Fig. 4,

1. Find out the net output transaction set of our jurisdiction. Only the transac-
tions which initiated from our jurisdiction area is meaningful to our system. The
Bitcoin transaction set which entering the jurisdiction area is denoted by TXin; and
the Bitcoin transaction set leaving the jurisdiction is denoted by TXout ; the trans-
action set with the same transaction hash in the intersection of TXout and TXin and
whose TXout log time is earlier than the corresponding TXin log time is denoted by
(T Xout ∩T Xin)

′
; the transaction set outgoing from this jurisdiction area is denoted

by TXnetout , that is shown in Eq. (1),

T Xnetout = (T Xout −T Xin)∪ (T Xout ∩T Xin)
′
. (1)

2. Determine the set of transactions initiated by the network earlier than the
confirmed time. When a Bitcoin transaction is initiated in the network of the ju-
risdiction, the initiation time must be earlier than the time of interception by the
traceability system, and the time when the traceability system intercepts the un-
confirmed transaction must be earlier than the confirmation time of the transaction
on the blockchain. According to the transaction hash in TXnetout , find the corre-
sponding transaction record on the blockchain to extract the confirmation time of
the transaction. The net outgoing transaction set TXnetout excludes the transac-
tion set TX>=blocktime that is later than the confirmation time stamp and forms the
pre-confirmation time. The net outgoing transaction set TXearly, that is shown in
Eq. (2),

T Xearly = T Xnetout −T X>=blocktime . (2)
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of Bitcoin transaction traceability mechanism based on network log analysis.

3. Determine the traceability target in TXearly. Calculate the earliest log recording
time of different transactions for the transaction set TXearly, form a quadruple of
Bitcoin transactions (log time, transaction hash, source IP: port, destination IP:
port), and calculate the earliest occurrence of the same transaction through time
sorting on which IP node. The input address is parsed according to the transaction
content, and a quadruple of the transaction input address is formed (logtime, input
address, source IP:port, destination IP:port).

4. Calculate the matching degree. We denote the time when the Bitcoin transaction
txi is confirmed on the blockchain as T(txi), and the time when txi is sent from
IPsrc to IPdst is recorded by the traceability system as TR(txi,IPsrc,IPdst ). TR(txi)
indicates the earliest time the transaction txi was recorded by the traceability
system. T(txi)-TR(txi,IPsrc,IPdst) is expressed as the difference between the two.
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As shown in Eq. (3), the value of P(txi,IPsrc,IPdst) is less than or equal to 1, and the
earliest recorded transaction has P(txi, IPsrc, IPdst)) = 1.

P(txi, IPsrc, IPdst) =
T (txi)−T R(txi, IPsrc, IPdst)

T (txi)−T R(txi)
(3)

The transaction txi will be sent to different IPdst addresses from the same IPsrc, so
P(txi, IPsrc) represents the synthesis of all the propagated P values sent by txi from
IPsrc, as shown in Eq. (4).

P(txi, IPsrc) =
n

∑
j=1

P(txi, IPsrc, IPdst j) (4)

5. Output transaction hash tuple.
The method used in this paper tests the relevant thresholds, selects the best thresh-
old according to the precision, recall and F value in the actual network environ-
ment, and outputs the tuples of Bitcoin transactions (txi, IPsrc). When P(txi, IPsrc)
is greater than or equal to the threshold P-Value, the system outputs the tuples of
txi to the next link and calculates the K(inputi, IPsrc) of the Bitcoin input address
inputi corresponding to txi; otherwise continue to detect the network jurisdiction’s
Bitcoin network log.

6. Output transaction address tuple.
The initial value of K(inputi, IPsrc) is 0, and the corresponding P(inputi, IPsrc) of
all inputs in txi are superimposed to K(inputi, IPsrc) as Eq. (5), once K(inputi,
IPsrc) is greater than or equal to the threshold K-Value , output the input address
matching tuple of the suspected Bitcoin transaction; otherwise, continue detecting.
The matching address tuple consists of tuple(input address, IPsrc).

K(inputi, IPsrc) = K(inputi, IPsrc)+P(inputi, IPsrc) (5)

4. DATA COLLECTION AND EXPRIMENT

4.1 Acquisition Time Settings

To optimize the size of the TXearly dataset, we count the interval between Bitcoin
transaction initiation and confirmation. We found through the traceability system that the
time difference between the log interception time of the unconfirmed transaction and the
transaction confirmed time is shown in Fig. 5.

Through the traceability system, we obtained 20,052 transactions that were earlier
than the blockchain confirmation timestamp from 0:00 on May 10, 2020 to 0:00 on May
20, 2020. The abscissa of Fig. 5 is the recording time in log file, and the ordinate is the de-
lay between transaction occurrence and confirmation, which equals the confirmation time
on the blockchain minus the logging time. The highest interval was 86395 seconds, the
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lowest interval was 6 seconds, and the average was 31898.18 seconds. Satoshi Nakamoto
did not specify the interval between transaction initiation and confirmation time in the
white paper. According to the statistical results of this data and combined with people’s
daily transaction habits, we retain the network log data of Bitcoin transactions for 24
hours, in order to reduce the cost of the traceability system computing resources and stor-
age resources. The transaction log captured exceeds 24 hours after the transaction occurs
is considered to be a confirmed transaction log and should be discarded.

Fig. 5. The delay between transaction occurrence and confirmation.

According to the Bitcoin transaction traceability mechanism based on the analysis
of Bitcoin network traffic, we established a set of transaction traceability system, the
topology structure is shown in Fig. 2, and the traceability effect on the Bitcoin network
was tested. The traceability system includes a traffic parse server and a log processing
server. The traffic parse server can collect the network data flow of the Bitcoin network
and store the parsed Bitcoin network logs in the log processing server. The log processing
server processes these logs according to the log data and the data on the chain.

4.2 Experimental Data

The threshold P-Value is used to determine whether a transaction is initiated by a
node. When the P(txi, IPsrc) of a transaction exceeds this threshold, the transaction is
considered to be initiated by the node. Thresholds are obtained experimentally.

The IP address of the node and the hash of the transaction sent are known during the
experiment. These transaction network data streams are parsed, recorded and processed
by the system. The network status and network delay of each Bitcoin node are different,
and the threshold calculated in the experimental environment can be used as a reference.
This paper uses the Bitcoin core to initiate transactions in the network jurisdiction.

In order to study the characteristics of the log record transaction initiating node
and its neighbor nodes, this paper conducted 40 transactions and designed two statisti-
cal items: (1) The probability that the transaction initiating node arrives at the traceability
system at the earliest; (2) The probability that the eight neighbor nodes connected by
the initiating node reach the traceability system at the earliest. The results are shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Probability comparison of the first record of the node.

NO. number of tx initial node neighbor node

1 5 5 0

2 5 4 0

3 5 5 0

4 5 1 2

5 5 1 1

6 5 0 2

7 5 0 2

8 5 3 0

Probability 47.5% 17.5%

The experiment did 8 groups of tests, and each group sent 5 transactions. Table 2
records the number and probability of the first captured by the traceability system for
transactions sent by the originating node and its neighbors. Among them, the earliest
probability of the transaction originating node being recorded by the traceability system
is 47.5%, and the earliest probability of the neighbor node being recorded is 17.5%.

The experiment initiates 40 transactions through known nodes and uses the traceabil-
ity system to record these 40 transactions. According to the difference between the log
time of the transaction hash recorded in the log and the confirmed time of the transaction
on the blockchain, the P-Value is calculated according to Eq. (3). Table 3 records the re-
sults of 27 transactions recorded by the logging system. Among them, 1-15 transactions
are sent by the same node, and 16-27 transactions are initiated by different nodes. Each
row of data contains transaction id, source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port,
and P-value. Accoring to the results shown in Table 3, we can conclude as follows:

1. Transactions 1 to 15 were initiated by the same known node, and the traceability
system found and recorded the transaction hash issued by the node, which was
recorded earlier than the blockchain timestamp.The 10th and 15th transactions were
the transactions forwarded by the neighbor nodes of the known node. They reached
the traceability system firstly. The remaining 13 transactions were the node that
initiates the transactions, and they reach the traceability system firstly. The log time
of the traceability system was an important basis for judging whether the transaction
is the first launch of the node.

2. 6 of the 15 recorded transactions were recorded by the traceability system multiple
times and sent from the same source IP to different destination IP nodes. They are
3rd, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 14th, and 5 of them were sent by known nodes, which have
the earliest log time. The same node sends the same transaction hash to different IP
nodes, and the earliest record that reaches the traceability system is also sent by this
node. This rule is used to judge whether the node transaction is a more stringent
condition for the node to issue first, and its precision rate is higher.
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3. 16-27 transactions are initiated by a different IP node for each transaction, and each
transaction initiating node will not initiate a transaction for a long time after sending
a transaction. The traceability system finds and records these transaction hashes,
which log time is earlier than the confirmed time for 17 times. The 17th, 20th,
22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th and 26th transactions are the transactions forwarded by the
neighbor nodes of the known node. They firstly reach the traceability system. The
remaining 10 transactions were initiated by the node that initiated the transaction
and reached the traceability system at the earliest. The number of times a node
initiates transactions may affect data requests from nodes outside its jurisdiction to
the initiating node, thereby affecting the records of the traceability system.

In the experiment, the threshold P-Value is set to 1. According to the Eq. (4), the
two-tuple(txi, IPsrc) of Bitcoin transactions with P(txi,IPsrc) greater than 1 is set. Based
on the data of the two-tuple (txi, IPsrc), the experiment analyzes the input address in the
transaction and tests the impact of the value of the threshold K-Value on the traceabil-
ity of the input address of Bitcoin transactions.Considering the reuse of the same input
address in different transactions, the K values of the same input address and IPsrc in the
hash of transactions larger than the threshold value are to be superimposed, and in the
experimental results we select 32 records with sumK values larger than 1 for analysis.the
data (Table 4) related to the input address was obtained experimentally.The ’input’ is the
input address corresponding to the transaction hash in the two-tuple (txi, IPsrc), the ’IPsrc’
is the source IP address of the transaction, and ’sumK’ is the sum of the K values with the
same input address and source IP.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 The Influence of Different Threshold P-Value on Transaction Traceability

In order to test the precision and recall of the traceability mechanism based on the
network log system under different thresholds, find the optimal threshold. In this paper,
we tested 40 transactions in the experimental environment, and the test results are as
follows.

The traceability precision and recall described in Table 5 vary with the change of the
threshold value. When the threshold value is greater than or equal to 2.5, it means that a
node sends transactions to different nodes outside its jurisdiction more than three times.
One of the transactions is the earliest captured by the traceability system, and its log time
is earlier than its confirmed time in the blockchain. The precision rate is 100%, but the
recall rate is relatively low, below 7.5%;

When the threshold value is 2, the precision rate is 75%, but the recall rate is 7.5%;
When the threshold value is 1.5, it means that a node sends transactions to different

nodes outside its jurisdiction more than two times. One of the transactions is the earliest
captured by the traceability system, and its log time is earlier than its confirmed time in
the blockchain. The precision rate is 75%, but the recall rate is 15%.

When the threshold value is 1, it means that a node sends transactions to different
nodes outside its jurisdiction more than one time. One of the transactions is the earliest
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Table 3. Bitcoin transaction transfer log and P-value.
# txhash IPsrc:port IPdst :port P-value

1
022e...7367 115.*.*.161:13749 96.*.*.143:8333 1

022e...7367 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 0.995074

2
081e...64cd 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 0.991667

081e...64cd 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.13:14149 1

3

10d1...20fa 115.*.*.161:13354 195.*.*.8:8333 1

10d1...20fa 115.*.*.161:8333 3.*.*.253:13354 1

10d1...20fa 60.*.*.86:57829 34.*.*.226:8333 0.980663

10d1...20fa 115.*.*.161:13354 35.*.*.134:8333 1

4
18fe...a468 115.*.*.161:1227 151.*.*.235:8333 0.904762

18fe...a468 115.*.*.161:8333 40.*.*.208:14283 1

5
29a3...f3c5 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 0.992278

29a3...f3c5 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.13:14149 1

6

2f04...8ba0 60.*.*.86:57792 194.*.*.205:8333 1

2f04...8ba0 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.153:14497 1

2f04...8ba0 115.*.*.161:8333 195.*.*.8:13354 0.990521

7

33f8...aeb3 115.*.*.161:8333 195.*.*.8:13354 0.995017

33f8...aeb3 115.*.*.161:8333 40.*.*.208:14283 0.995017

33f8...aeb3 60.*.*.86:58003 3.*.*.253:8333 0.996678

33f8...aeb3 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.13:14149 1

8 42a7...d62a 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.153:14497 1

9

753e...1bbd 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.13:14149 0.998814

753e...1bbd 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 0.989324

753e...1bbd 115.*.*.161:8333 40.*.*.208:14283 1

753e...1bbd 115.*.*.161:4705 195.*.*.147:8333 1

753e...1bbd 115.*.*.161:5028 73.219.130.254:8333 0.998814

10*
7583...fe32 115.*.*.38:31736 149.*.*.83:8333 0.999494

7583...fe32 202.*.*.130:28726 218.*.*.98:8333 1

7583...fe32 202.*.*.130:56477 77.*.*.195:8333 1

11
7986...1c38 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.153:14497 1

7986...1c38 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 0.997722

12
7998...73fa 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 1

7998...73fa 115.*.*.161:8333 40.*.*.208:14283 1

13 7ee4...4543 115.*.*.161:8333 195.*.*.8:13354 1

14
868f...f2bb 115.*.*.161:8333 195.*.*.8:13354 1

868f...f2bb 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 0.997389

868f...f2bb 115.*.*.161:8333 109.*.*.13:14149 0.997389

15* 8918...88fd 202.*.*.130:8333 54.*.*.88:56652 1

16 9395...2375 115.*.*.78:17721 94.*.*.119:8333 1

17* 9cc0...5806 61.*.*.106:62002 46.*.*.88:8333 1

18 a6dd...37e8 115.*.*.7:8333 47.*.*.169:13905 1

19
b416...d5da 115.*.*.62:8333 66.*.*.243:22236 1

b416...d5da 61.*.*.107:61341 93.*.*.162:8333 1

20* b995...ae8e 60.*.*.86:57792 194.*.*.205:8333 1
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Table 4. Bitcoin input address transfer log and K-value.
input IPsrc sumK

34PT....MQcG 60.*.*.86 1
37L1...JaMh 115.*.*.62 1
37L1...JaMh 115.*.*.78 1
37L1...JaMh 60.*.*.86 1
37L1...JaMh 61.*.*.107 1
3FQg...9Zwz 115.*.*.7 1
3FQg...9Zwz 115.*.*.161 4.904762
3FQg...9Zwz 60.*.*.86 2
bc1q...nuul 115.*.*.7 1
bc1q...rkt8 115.*.*.161 1.990521
bc1q...rkt8 60.*.*.86 1
bc1q...yt8m 115.*.*.161 1
bc1q...6z8v 115.*.*.161 2.990034
bc1q...t4t8 115.*.*.161 1
bc1q...qhet 202.*.*.130 1
bc1q...9e7a 60.*.*.86 1
bc1q...8j62 202.*.*.130 1
bc1q...dcl3 60.*.*.86 1
bc1q...n2v6 157.*.*.69 1
bc1q...3jph 115.*.*.161 1.997389
bc1q...avv9 60.*.*.86 1
bc1q...uwtp 202.*.*.130 1
bc1q...ddu0 115.*.*.161 1
bc1q...ddu0 60.*.*.86 1
bc1q...k2zh 115.*.*.161 3
bc1q...85g0 115.*.*.161 2.998814
bc1q...7rxz 115.*.*.161 1
bc1q...eh88 115.*.*.161 1
bc1q...l90r 61.*.*.106 1
bc1q...3wnv 115.*.*.161 1
bc1q...5x4z 61.*.*.106 1
bc1q...azu0 202.*.*.130 2

21
c7dd...ae80 60.*.*.86:57909 91.*.*.5:8333 1

c7dd...ae80 115.*.*.161:8333 195.*.*.8:13354 1

22* cd32...cc4d 60.*.*.86:57792 194.*.*.205:8333 1

23* d461...1241 60.*.*.86:57792 194.*.*.205:8333 1

24* d701...464a 60.*.*.86:57792 194.*.*.205:8333 1

25* fab5...ada9 202.*.*.130:57659 176.*.*.132:8333 1

26*
ff81...ba43 115.*.*.61:18147 188.*.*.201:8333 0.99604

ff81...ba43 157.*.*.69:8333 125.*.*.42:11299 1

27
e4fd...d414 8.*.*.87:8333 0.968944

e4fd...d414 50.*.*.27:8333 0.968944

e4fd...d414

202.*.*.130:40150

202.*.*.130:1971

115.*.*.7:8333 47.*.*.169:13905 1
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captured by the traceability system, and its log time is earlier than its confirmed time
in the blockchain. The precision rate is 66.67%, the recall rate is 45%, and the F value
obtains the highest value of 53.73%.

Table 5. Precision and recall of transaction hash traceability with P-value.

P samples outputs correct precision recall F

1 40 27 18 66.67% 45% 53.73%

1.5 40 8 6 75% 15% 25%

2 40 4 3 75% 7.5% 13.64%

2.5 40 3 2 100% 7.5% 13.95%

3 40 2 2 100% 5% 9.52%

According to different traceability requirements, we need to set different thresholds.
In the actual measurement environment, the F value is the highest, and the threshold value
is set to 1 as the optimal solution to screen out a large number of suspected originating
transactions in the jurisdiction.

5.2 The Influence of Different Threshold K-Value on the Traceability of the Input
Address

Based on the data of the two-tuple (txi, IPsrc), the input address information in the
transaction is analyzed experimentally, and the effect of different threshold K-Values on
the precision and the recall of input address traceability is investigated. The optimal
threshold value for the system is found experimentally.

Table 6 describes the difference in the precision and the recall of input address trace-
ability with different thresholds. When the threshold is above 3, its precision is 100%,
but the recall is 6.25%; when the threshold is 2.5, its precision is 100%, and the recall is
12.5%; when the threshold is 2, its precision is 66.67%, but the recall is still 12.5%; when
the threshold is 1.5, its precision is 75%, the recall is 18.75%.Under the condition that
the threshold P-Value is 1, for input address traceability, the threshold K-Value is 1 as the
optimal solution. When the threshold value is 1, it has an accuracy of 66.67%, a recall of
45% and the highest value of 53.73% obtained for the F-value.

Among the existing studies on the traceability of Bitcoin transactions through Bitcoin
network data analysis. The neighbour [23]scheme proposed by Biryukov et al: A node is
considered to have initiated a transaction when it has more than 2 neighbours in the first
8 nodes, the disadvantage of this scheme is that it needs to constantly send messages to
all nodes, which may cause network congestion.the FirstReach [21] scheme proposed by
Kaminsky: a transaction is considered to be initiated by a node in the Bitcoin network if
and only if it reaches the probe first.
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Table 6. Precision and recall of transaction input address traceability with K-Value.

K samples outputs correct precision recall F

1.5 32 8 6 75% 18.75% 30%

2 32 6 4 66.67% 12.5% 21.05%

2.5 32 4 4 100% 12.5% 22.22%

3 32 2 2 100% 6.25% 11.76%

Table 7. Comparison of different network traceability schemes tested.

Scheme samples outputs correct precision recall

FirstReach 20 264 4 1.5% 20%

Neighbour 20 74 6 8.1% 30%

This scheme 20 14 10 71% 50%

Table 7 describes the results of the above three Bitcoin transaction tracking tech-
niques compared to this paper’s scheme. The experiment tests all three scenarios simulta-
neously. The experiments use 20 transactions initiated by nodes within the jurisdiction, as
well as probing nodes outside the jurisdiction. Each scheme analysed the acquired Bitcoin
network data according to its own transaction tracing method and output the identified
transaction initiation information. The FirstReach scheme had 264 outputs and 4 cor-
rect results.The Neighbour scheme had 74 outputs and 6 correct results.Through in-depth
analysis of network logs, the tracking system uses log data to distinguish transactions
that are earlier than the blockchain timestamp and net output transactions that are earlier
than the jurisdictional network timestamp.this paper’s scheme can filter out most of the
forwarded transaction data that belong to interference noise, which has the advantage of
reducing the interference to the system caused by factors such as network latency. When
the threshold P is set to 1, the precision is 71% and the recall is 50%, both higher than the
existing FirstReach and Neighbor schemes.

In the existing research, a transaction tracking mechanism based on neighbor nodes
has been proposed, and the neighbor nodes are used as the judgment basis to improve
the tracking precision. However, this method needs to continuously send a large amount
of transaction information to all nodes in the Bitcoin network, which will cause serious
interference to the Bitcoin network and is not practical. The tracking method designed
in this paper can solve the above problems well and get better usage results.it is worth
mentioned that the receiving node of FirstReach is very unlikely to receive the transaction
forwarded by the experimental node directly if it is a node with a short online time of
ordinary network speed.

According to the design of Bitcoin system, there are two types of forwarding trans-
actions in network jurisdiction. One is that the originating node directly sends the trans-
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action to the neighbor nodes outside the jurisdiction; the other is that the originating node
sends the transaction to the N-level node within the jurisdiction, and the N-level node
forwards the transaction to the nodes outside the jurisdiction.

By observing the experimental data results, it can be found that in the default setting,
when a node with a non-fixed IP initiates a transaction, the node sends the transaction
directly to a neighboring node outside its jurisdiction instead of looking for a neighboring
node within its jurisdiction. The traceability system found that most transaction forward-
ing belonged to the former type. After the node transaction was generated, the transaction
was sent to the nodes outside the jurisdiction at least 2 times and at most 10 times before
the confirmed time in the blockchain.

When the non-fixed IP node can keep the IP address unchanged for a long time
and be online for a long time, the non-fixed IP node would be connected to the fixed IP
address node within its jurisdiction and takes it as its owned 1-level neighbor node. The
experimental observation in this paper is that the length of time is more than 96 hours.
Nodes with fixed IP, good network status, and long-term online in the jurisdiction had a
greater impact on the experimental results.

The experiment found that most of the TXearly transaction data came from these 8
nodes except the originating node. By sorting the log time of the transaction and ex-
tracting the top 9 nodes, the originating node and its low-level neighbor nodes can be
determined. Affected by the confirmed time limit, etc., in the experiment, the records of a
transaction sent by different nodes in the jurisdiction to the nodes outside the jurisdiction
are often less than 9 times.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Cryptocurrency supervision techniques have attracted a lot of attention from re-
searchers in various industries. The transaction data tracking method given in this pa-
per uses a passive collection of transaction traffic data from the Bitcoin network, which
minimizes disruption to the Bitcoin network. The method achieved high traceability pre-
cision that transactions initiated within jurisdiction. We also discuss the impact on the
system when full nodes are present in the jurisdiction. It is important to strike a balance
between reducing the number of network data collection nodes and obtaining highly ac-
curate tracking results while satisfying the traceability system performance. There is still
much further work to be done on our tracking method. We also need to apply our mech-
anism to more complex network environments to validate its effectiveness, as well as to
improve its performance.
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